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Summary
This jam-packed new edition of 3-Minute Motivators explores novel ways teachers can recognise and
respond to the daily needs of their students. It provides simple activities to engage students to help
them refocus, and to bring a “hit of fun” into their school day.
Organised around common classroom challenges, this remarkable resource will inspire teachers and
students alike with practical strategies that develop important life skills to help defuse negative
situations, encourage classroom participation and instil the joy of learning.
With more than 75% new material, the 200 activities in this expanded edition include
• Tech Too Motivators – raise awareness, understanding and appreciation of technology while
supporting research techniques, communication skills, cognition and memory
• Stress Attack Motivators – are perfect for any time that stress, anxiety, frustration, boredom and
even anger get in the way of positive behaviour
• Calm Down Motivators – get overly active students involved in meditation and quiet reflection,
and allow them to re-engage in the task at hand
• Get Moving Motivators – shake out boredom and give a controlled escape for excess energy
• Sound and Movement Motivators – mix talk with action so student can practise cooperation and
collaboration
• Pencil and Paper Motivators – encourage quick thinking and stimulate creativity
Ideal for new or experienced teachers, 3-Minute Motivators will make teaching easier and get students
more involved, motivated, self-aware and focused on learning.
Supporting Resources
• Helping Students Motivate Themselves: Practical Answers to Classroom Challenges (EYE7144)
• Eight Myths of Student Disengagement: Creating Classrooms of Deep Learning (CO7458)
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